Multi-Circuit EMI Filters

Why do you need an EMI Filter?
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) engineers use the concept of “noise” to describe the unwanted signals that degrade
the performance of electronic equipment. In avionic applications, both external and internal sources of EMI noise can jam
sensitive navigation and tactical equipment, possibly even
disrupting control of the aircraft. An aircraft carrier’s massive
electronics bay might cause interference that scuttles a takeoff or landing. EMI affecting satellite transmissions can cause
communication failures on the battleground. For these reasons, EMI is considered a serious problem, and numerous
technologies and techniques have been developed to insure
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) in data transmission systems—from shipboard to undersea, from avionics to space,
from aircraft carriers to micro unmanned aerial vehicles.
Sources of EMI
Sources of EMI “noise” can be grouped into three categories:
1) Intrinsic noise that arises from random fluctuations within
physical systems, such as thermal and shot noise, 2) Manmade noise from motors, switches, power supplies, digital
electronics and radio transmitters, and 3) Noise from natural
disturbances such as electro-static discharge (ESD), lightning
and sunspots.
Intrinsic
Intrinsic noise sources can be very subtle and often go unrecognized. All electrical systems are potential sources of intrinsic noise, including such common devices as portable radios,
MP3 players, cell phones and so on. These devices can cause
interference simply by being on. This is because electrons
within a conducting media or a semiconductor device create
current flow when excited by external voltages. When the externally applied voltage stops, electrons continue to move, randomly interacting with other electrons and with the surrounding material. This random electron motion can create noise in
conducting media even without current flow.
Man-made
To protect avionics systems from man-made noise, intentional
radio frequency (RF) emitters like cell phones, Bluetooth accessories, CB radios, remote-controlled toys, and walkie-talkies are banned outright on commercial airline flights. Laptops,
hand held scanners and game players, while not intentional

emitters, can produce signals in the 1 MHz range that can affect performance of avionic equipment. Navigation cabling and
other critical wiring runs along the fuselage with passengers
sitting just a few feet away. Since the thin sheet of dielectric
material that forms the interior of the passenger compartment— typically fiberglass—offers no shielding whatsoever;
and since commercial passenger jets contain up to 150 miles
of electrical wiring that can behave like a giant antenna, it is
extremely important for passengers to heed regulations on the
use of potentially disruptive electronic equipment.
Obviously, these internal sources of EMI are quite dangerous
to aircraft because they are so close to the systems they might
affect. But external sources, such as radio and radar transmitters on the ground, or radar from a passing military plane,
cockpit avionics are susceptible to multiple sources of EMI including man-made interference from iPhones® and other PEDs
can be even more disruptive due to the high power and frequency of such equipment. As if the many external and internal
sources of EMI were not enough of a concern, the aluminum
airframe itself, in certain circumstances, can act as a resonant
cavity in the 1 to 10 MHz range. Behaving much like a satellite
dish, the airframe can compound the effects of both internal
and external EMI by concentrating man made and naturallyoccurring transient signals and broadcasting the interference
into nearby equipment. A recently released report from a major
aircraft manufacturer illustrates the ongoing concern with passenger-carried portable electronic devices (PED). The number
of these devices on commercial airplanes has mushroomed,
particularly with the advents of new classes of laptop devices
such as the Apple iPad.
The use of PEDs produces uncontrolled electromagnetic emissions that have the potential to interfere with avionic systems.
While aircraft avionics gear is tested and qualified to rigorous
electromagnetic standards PEDs are not subjected to even a
fraction of the same testing and qualification regimens for electromagnetic compatibility. As system speeds have increased,
the voltage levels of data signals have necessarily decreased,
making them much more susceptible to performance degradation by unwanted electronic noise—particularly the combined noise of large numbers of PED’s operating within a single
aircraft.
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The frequency bands used by avionic systems span the
electromagnetic spectrum from a few kilohertz to several
gigahertz. At the low end, Omega Navigation, which is used to
fix aircraft position within a network of ground based transmitters, operates in the frequency range of 10 to 14 KHz. VHF
Omnidirectional Range Finders (VOR) are radio beacons used
in point to point navigation. They operate from 108 to 118 MHz.
Glideslope Systems used during landings operate in the 328 to
335 MHz range. Distance-Measuring Equipment (DME), which
gauges the space between the aircraft and ground-based
transponders operate at just over 1 GHz. Also in the spectrum
above 1 GHz are global positioning, collision avoidance, and
cockpit weather radar systems. Personal Electronic Devices
(PEDs) operate at frequencies from 10 to 15 KHz for AM radios
and up to 400 MHz for laptop computers. When the higher
harmonics of these signals are taken into account, the emitted
frequencies cover almost the entire range of navigation and
communication frequencies used on the aircraft, and PEDs,
are just a single class of EMI emitters. When the full spectrum
of other radiated and conducted EMI emitters are taken into
account, it becomes clear that the entire system of electronic
equipment aboard commercial and military aircraft are at risk
to EMI.
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Naturally
Naturally occurring noise sources such as ESD, lightning or
other energy surges also present significant life safety and
equipment damage potential. A poorly grounded device can
transmit dangerous energy from a transient surge to a technician, user or any other passerby. Sensitive semiconductors
and other components can be damaged or destroyed. Solutions to naturally occurring noise include:
• Eliminate static buildup at the source
• Insulate the device properly
• Provide an alternative path for the discharge or surge to
bypass the circuit
• Use of EMI Filters with Transient Suppression
In conclusion, it is becoming more and more apparent that
EMI/EMC is a growing concern for both the military and commercial industries for all forms of electronic equipment. In response to the increasing demand for low-cost and effective
EMI/EMC solutions, WEMS Electronics is here to solve your
most challenging requirements and would welcome any opportunity to demonstrate our expertise on your new & upgrade
program requirements.
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Multi-Circuit Filters
Applications
WEMS Electronics multi-circuit filters and filter assemblies are
custom designed and engineered to specific customer requirements intended for system compliance to:
• MIL-STD-461 - Requirements for the Control of Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics of Subsystems and
Equipment.
• MIL-STD-704 - Aircraft Electric Power Transient Voltage
Characteristics.
• MIL-STD-1275 - Transient Voltage Characteristics and
Steady State Limit of the 28VDC Circuits of Military Vehicles.
• DO-160 - Environmental Conditio--ns and Test Procedures
for Airborne Equipment is a standard for the environmental
testing of avionics hardware. It is published by the Radio
Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA).
Multi-circuit filters utilize the same high reliability assembly
processes and component construction developed by WEMS
Electronics for their standard military and aerospace product
lines. The internal components in the filter assemblies can be as
specified in MIL-PRF-123, MILPRF- 15733, MIL-PRF-28861,
QPL listed, or as dictated by the customer's source control
drawings or specific application. The multi-circuit filter concept
offers a unique means of combining power line and signal line
components into a single package, thus reducing the number
of discrete components and assembly processes.
Characteristics
Applications: Custom designed and engineered to specific
customer requirements. Power entry modules containing up
to 300 power and signal line circuits providing effective filtering
from 10 kHz to 10 GHz.
Construction: Fabricated, drawn, or machined steel, brass,
or aluminum housings. The physical size is determined by the
quantity and type of circuits. Metallic and non-metallic assemblies intended for printed circuit board installations. Unique
mounting schemes utilizing connectors, threads rods, blind
inserts, fasteners, brackets, and flanges.

Hermeticity: Hermetically sealed and non-hermetically sealed
designs depending on input and output terminations.
Input/Output Terminations: Military and/or commercial connectors, ceramic or glass seal terminals, solder/screw terminals, PWB mounting, flying leads, flex cables, coaxial cables,
fiber optic cables, wire harnesses, or any combination thereof.
Specifications
Circuits: C, L, T, PI, or any combination for both common
mode and differential mode filtering. Capacitor dielectrics and
inductor magnetics are selected based on application.
Voltages: Multiple ratings up to 1000 VDC, 125/250 VAC, 50
to 400 Hz. Higher voltages, including corona requirements, are
evaluated on an individual basis.
Current: Continuous operating current for the individual circuits
can be rated up to 100 amperes, AC or DC. Higher operating
values are evaluated on an individual basis.
Circuit Protection: EDS, lightning, transient, HEMP, and
EMP protection can be included as an integral part of the
multi-circuit filter assembly.
Other Components: Additional non-filtering components
such as flx cables, wiring harnesses, fused, circuit breakers,
switches, relays, and receptacles can be incorporated into
the multi-circuit assembly to create a complete power entry
module.
Environmental: Capable of meeting the applicable portions of
MIL-STD-202, MIL-STD-801, EIA-364, and similar environmental requirements.
EMI/EMC: Engineered and designed for system compliance to
MIL-STD-461 or similar conducted emission and susceptibility
specifications.
The following pages contain just a brief portion of our custom
designed and manufactured filters.

Finish Options: Electro-tin plated, gold plated, chem film, anodized or painted finishes.
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PC Mount, 3 Ø AC Filter

AC to DC Filter for Commercial Aircraft

DC Filter with Connector Harness

DC Filter for Classified Satellite Program

Power Unit Filter for the Military Aircraft
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3 Ø AC Filter for Radar System
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Front View

Rear View

AC/DC Filter for Central Power Supply

DC Filter for Classifed Program

EMI Filter Module for Space Launch Vehicle

298 Multi-Circuit Filter for Military Aircraft

DC Filter with Separate Fiber Optic Compartment
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